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In these courses, students are engaged in their weekly violin lessons.  This was a particularly 

busy semester due to the many extra activities I was able to offer as well as the seven students who 

gave solo recitals as part of their degree program.  Some of the extra activities included a guest 

masterclass given by violinist, Kelly Tompkins-Hall as part of the Untold Legacies Residency, a guest 

performance and workshop by fiddle/cello duo, Oliver the Crow, the first annual Doty Studio Entire 

Works Recital as well as regular and voluntary weekly Second Chance Studio Class (SCSC), which is an 

opportunity for the students to perform for each other.  Other highlights from the semester included 

three of my students being accepted into prestigious summer festivals (one of them on a full ride, no 

less!) as well as one student's participation in the Crane Concerto Competition.   

I was happy with the output of myself and my students over the course of this semester.  As my 

first spring at Crane, I wasn't sure what to expect with regard to balancing between recruitment and 

teaching during audition season as well as the special spring activities like the LoKo Festival.  Even 

though it was a much more cram-packed semester than the fall, I felt I was able to time manage quite 

well and felt I improved upon staying on schedule during lessons.   

Course evaluations did not procure any constructive criticism to ponder, however, I noticed a 

few people indicated that I could be available outside of class more often.  I will try to work on that by 

scheduling lessons with a little bit of space in between them so that if a student needs to drop by, I can 

be available.  Given how much I am in my office (with available office hours) as well as all the extra time 

I spend on campus for the extra opportunities I create for my studio (like SCSC and extra performance 

classes), I certainly feel like I am going above and beyond in making myself available.  I also make sure to 

mention in my syllabus that students are welcome to participate in something I call Mid-Week Check 

(MWC) in which they can write, video record or voice memo any question they have when they are in 

the practice room and send it via Email/OneDrive and I will reply – often with a video or voice memo 

explanation of my own.  I have nicknamed these "virtual office hours" and while they certainly do not 

replace regular office hours, it is something more students could utilize should they choose.  With 21 

students this past semester, I feel good about how much individualized time I gave each one of them.   

Things to try next semester: 

1. Schedule lessons with a bit of space in between instead of stacked on top of each other. 

2. I think I would like to get rid of the "practice log" component of my students grade next fall.  

You'll notice in the syllabus that I require them to keep a practice log to be checked at their 

lesson.  I think that given the short amount of time and all the material I would ideally like to 

cover, I will be getting rid of this practice next fall.  I'd like to see what it is like to do a little less 

talking and a little more immediate playing once their lesson begins.   

 

 



 


